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FLIGHT LINES 
HAMILTON MODEL AERO CLUB INC. 

April 2018 
www.hamiltonmac.org.nz 

 
PATRON Graeme Bradley 
 
PRESIDENT Grant Finlay                  027-273-7461  
VICE PRESIDENT Gordon Meads              021-125-2911 
SECRETARY Alan Rowson                07-843-3889  
TREASURER Alan Rowson                021-025-93002 
CLUB CAPTAIN       Chris Tynan                  022-353-9231  
BULLETIN Ed. Dave Crook   
(Editorial Email:  send to:  chloecat@xtra.co.nz )                                                                                           
 
COMMITTEE: 
 
Mike Sutton   
Lyndon Perry 021-2588506 
Sel Melville 027-4823459 
Dave Crook 021-1236040  
                                                     
WEB SITE Grant Finlay 
CATERER Collen Tynan   
 
 
CLUB NIGHT Wednesday 11th April 2018 7.30 pm 
VENUE Beerescourt Bowling Club 
 68a Maeroa Road - Hamilton 
 
Club Night Theme: Bring along or describe your favorite “Workshop 

Tool” 

 
Club Themed Flying Day: Spot Landing Task(s)  
 

Bulletin Printing Compliments of Gallagher 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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Presidents Report 
Grant 
 

Well the month has rolled on by very 

quickly and we're about to see the end of 

daylight saving. It's not been a fun month 

for me with the sudden passing of my 

father taking up a lot of my time.  I would 

like to thank all of those members that 

have passed on their condolences and provided support in the last couple 

of weeks. Your support has been very valued. Also, the lovely flowers 

received on behalf of the members were very thoughtful and greatly 

appreciated. Flying wise I did manage to get a couple of quick outings in 

to the field. I would also like to thank Brad and Sel for helping me 

entertain my 3 Aussie nephews at the field, they really appreciated the 

opportunity to have a go!! 

 

March’s Club night provided us with the dynamic duo of Mike O’Grady 

and Graeme Bradley as our guest speakers talking about Scale modelling. 

In particular they discussed Mike’s build of his Great Lakes Special 

biplane. It was interesting to see the detail that Mike had put into this 

model and the amount of time it had taken to get it to that point. Brad 

took over the final build and finishing of the model, so it was truly a 

double act in this instance. Scale modelling to this level is something 

that many of us would like to aspire too, but we simply don't allow the 

time, or much less the patience. Therefore I think it was easy to 

appreciate the amount of detail that Mike had gone too. Thanks Mike for 

making the trip down and making for an interesting night. 

 

Aprils Club night is themed as “Tool Night”.  One of our people 

suggested it would be interesting to see what members consider to be 

their most useful tool in the workshop. Therefore I'm asking each and 

every one of you coming to the meeting to either bring along your 

favourite tool or at least talk about one.... and yes that means everyone. 

You could alternatively email me a photo of your favourite workshop 

tool if that works better for you (No Frazer... that’s not a tool!!).  I'm 
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sure there will be items we hadn't considered owning ourselves and this 

will be the chance to ask the owners more about these items and how 

they help in the building process. Please help me make this a successful 

night by joining in and being part of the entertainment. 

 

March's themed club day was a barbecue sausage sizzle and fun fly. The 

weather was nice and we had a good turnout of members which was 

great to see.  Lyndon did a grand job browning the sausages and there 

weren't any leftovers, so I guess that means he did a good job. We didn't 

organise any flying events, but everyone seemed to be having a good 

time including Warren who successfully test flew his (new to him) third 

scale Piper Cub. 

 

April’s themed club day is to be a spot Landing competition... well a 

competition of sorts that is. These events have always proven popular 

and are generally a lot of fun. I'm sure if the weather is good we will 

have a great turnout with people keen to show off their skills and 

possibly even win themselves a chocolate bar! Everyone will be able to 

partake with whatever aircraft they would normally fly. So don't be put 

off by the word competition, it's just another fun way of improving 

people's flying skills which can’t be a bad thing...right?! 

 

Last week we had a minor incident between a propeller and a hand! 

Accidents do happen and lack of concentration is often the cause. Please 

be extra careful when handling all aircraft, in particular those that will 

bite if you let your guard down. Knowing a little first aid is a really 

valuable skill to have and I encourage everyone to improve their first aid 

knowledge whenever they can. Don’t forget the emergency number and 

property address is located & displayed on the Tin Shed wall should you 

ever need to call an ambulance. 

 

On the safety issue, it’s been commented that we are getting a little lax 

in our field etiquette lately. In particular, taking off from the taxiways 

and not standing in the pilots box (on the concrete pavers) whilst flying. 

Likewise not calling take off’s and landings loudly and asking if its clear 

to enter the runway.  All of these things help to make it a safer flying 
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environment for all, so please take note and lets be safe out there, thanks 

guys. 

 

Finally, I’ve had a suggestion/request from a club member that it would 

be nice if people wore their “Wings Name Badge” more frequently, 

especially on Club nights and out at the field. Often we get to know 

someone by sight, but not by name. This would benefit many of us and 

especially our newer club members. We have over 80 members, so this 

would seem a valuable suggestion to me. So please keep it in mind next 

time you are socialising with other club members & wear that badge. 

 

Well that’s about all I have for this month. I’m off to the Wanaka 

Airshow for Easter and I’m looking forward to hearing 12 cylinders and 

round sounds playing music for my ears. 

Play safe and have a great Easter break. 

 

Club Captains Report  
Lyndon 
 
Hi all out there in model flying 

land, I do not have a lot to report 

on as I have only had the captains 

job for the past month  or so. 

 

The Club fun fly turned out to be 

a pretty good day with no real 

problems, although I did have a 

little problem with the Rx in my 

little pattern plane which finished 

up in the fence at end of the strip. 

 

The BBQ went down very well, with myself cooking up the sausages at 

lunch time under Aunties ever watchful eye. Maybe the BBQ’s why we 

had such a good turnout on the day.... after all they say “an Army 

marches on its Stomach” ! 
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One other little problem we had was with Gordon slicing up his hand, 

allowing Aunty to get in some live practice following on from his First 

Aid courses. We then sent Gordon off to A&E on his way home, which 

resulted in six stitches and “an 8” from the nurse for Aunties bandaging 

skills. I did hear Gordon still went to work the next day though!! Just 

goes to prove you can't keep a good man down for long! 

 

This weekend just gone, Aunty and I went up to JR Airsail for the Trans-

Tasman Pylon meeting.  

This was a well-run event with some good exciting racing and at least 

two midair collisions. Young Jarrod Briggs took out the F3R class with 

some very smooth and consistent flying all day. The NZ team did well in 

the results and I’m sure there will be a full wrap up in a later bulletin. 

 

To the club stuff now, please PAY YOUR SUBS AS YOU WONT BE 

ABLE FLY FROM THE 1ST OF APRIL otherwise. 

And now a word from the wise... Remember to check your batteries and 

do a range check before you fly, just as you did when you did your 

wings badge! 

Build well, fly well. 

 

Spinning Propellers “V” Human Flesh 
By Bloodied Gordon 
 
Here are a few thoughts on one of the most common dangers relating to 

flying powered model aeroplanes.  

The average model aeroplane propeller whether it is small or large 

rotates very fast - fact. A larger propeller generally rotates at slower 

RPM but the tip speed is very high in all cases, sometimes not far below 

the speed of sound! This is evidenced by the “ripping” sound of the prop 

tips when at high revs. 

Model aeroplane propellers are also generally quite thin and sharp, very 

good for cutting stuff!  

So, it stands to reason that when you inadvertently stick a part of your 

body into this spinning disc it is never going to end well! 
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I found this out AGAIN a couple of weeks ago when fiddling around 

tuning a small 40 size engine. Why did I stick the palm of my hand into 

a spinning prop at full revs? The answer is probably complacency and 

inattention.  (You know, I have done this a thousand times before). Also 

the fact that it was the rear engine of an in line twin engine plane and 

everything is reversed which probably did not help. Sometimes you do 

things on “auto-pilot” forgetting that this is an unusual configuration.  

So, the moral of the story is to keep your wits about you and 

CONCENTRATE while your “soft bits” are in the vicinity of spinning 

props, they are very unforgiving.  

However, a bit of excellent “paramedic” work by Aunty then a quick 

visit to A & E for some stitches and all is good. By the way, something I 

have learnt from experience over the years with flesh injuries at work or 

play is that if you get em stitched up straight away they heal much, much 

faster, take it from me!! 

Take care; you only have one body... 
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Cambridge Soaring Series, 3 March  
 Wayne Cartwright 
 

This event was well supported by visitors, with 9 coming from Tauranga, 

Rotorua, and North Shore. However, there were only 2 flyers from 

Cambridge/Hamilton, which was disappointing.   

Flying conditions were extremely challenging, with 20 – 25 kph easterly 

winds rolling off the lee of the Maungakawa hills.  There was occasional 

short-lived lift, and plenty of turbulent down drafts.  The gusts made 

spot landings very tricky.   The low scores in the three electric events 

reflect these conditions but everyone seemed to cope and had an 

enjoyable day of flying.   

Bungee launches were tried but the wind direction and gustiness 

prevented anyone returning a score in those classes. 

The last event in the 2017/18 series is on 5 May, 10.00 – 4.00.  This will 

again use the electric LMR rules, but the club will look at returning to 

ALES rules for Cambridge Soaring 2018/19, subject to further email 

discussion with the people on the list.  

 

Results   Model  F1 F2 F2 Total 

 

Electric LMR Radian 

1   Tony Christiansen   359 217 244   820 

2   Ernst Klein    181 219 311   711 

3   Wayne Cartwright   316 138 246   700 

4   Allan Rowson   304 201   113   669 

5   Bruce Clarke   324   88   172   584 

6   Foster Watkinson   147 314 369   574 

7   David Thornley   264   79   95   438 

8   Rob Morgan   140 122   174   436 

9   Dom Clark    123   86   126   335 

10 Kim Clarke        0 180 152   332 

 

Electric LMR 2M 

1   Wayne Cartwright Eclipse  153 250 339   742 

2   Allan Rowson Radian  293 173   180   646 
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3   David Thornley Spectre 276 137 107 560 

4   Ernst Klein   Radian  195 265   98 558 

5   Dom Clarke Radian  150 186 165   501 

6   Foster Watkinson Radian  198 156 126 480 

7   Bruce Clarke Radian  169 122     0   291 

 

Electric LMR Open 

1   Kim Clarke  Inside F5J 574 140 450 1164 

2= David Ackery Gorytos OD 214 598 183   995 

2= Rob Morgan Marabu 479 260  256   995 

 

 

CLUB NIGHT – APRIL 11th 
THEME: 

YOUR FAVOURITE WORKSHOP TOOL 

 

Please bring along your “Favourite Tool from the workshop for club 

night and give us a quick word about its uses and why it’s your favourite 

piece of equipment. 

 

If you can’t bring your item along, then email or text a photo of it to: 

Grant at auntygrantie@gmail.com 

or txt a pic to 027-2737461 (and please say who it’s from!) 

 

 

A part of the pits 

line up on the 

Clubs Fun Fly 

& 

BBQ day 

mailto:auntygrantie@gmail.com
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Ducted Fan Flying Aces Stik 
Erl Kean 
 

A few weeks ago at the flying field a member of the club saw a Flying 

Aces Stick and thought it would be fun to make one.  He was offered a 

plan and took up the offer and asked me if I would like a copy too as he 

was going to get it photocopied and we then could make one each.  The 

plan arrived and at first glance looked like it could be a fun thing to 

create as at the time I had nothing on the building board. I got the plan 

and sorted out what materials were required. 

 

I looked around the 

garage to see what I 

had on hand and what I 

needed to get.  Once 

loaded with some balsa 

sheet and spruce it was 

all go. I cut out ribs 

and started to make the 

wing and laid the spars 

on the plastic covered 

plan.  All was going 

well until I found that I 

needed 8 lengths of spruce and I had only bought 4 (woops) and being 

Sunday, Hobby Hanger was closed. Time to improvise! I decided to use 

balsa strips for the top spars. Proceeded to glue the ribs in place and 

inserted the top balsa spars, trailing edge and leading edge.   

 

Later at the field, a Flying Aces Stick was being flown and suddenly it 

decided to “clap hands” as they say.  With this in mind I had doubts 

about my balsa top spars being able to withstand the pressure. Some 

reinforcing was required so I used 5mm carbon fibre tube from wing 

centre to wingtip. With the wing hopefully strong enough it was covered 

and put away safely.   

 

Next were the fin, rudder, stabiliser and elevator which were fairly 
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standard and was built, covered and put away with the wing. 

 

The fuselage (if it could be called that) was next and after studying the 

plan I decided to use some Kwila decking timber (that had been cut 

down to size) as the main centre piece with everything built around it. I 

then stuck it on a piece of plywood I had lying around and from there I 

went, basically, flying by the seat of my pants, as I had been given a very 

nice copy of the plan but there were no building instructions handed over. 

Oh well, I will have to improvise again so used 5mm balsa as longerons 

and proceeded to pin them over the plan and into the building board and 

then glued the longerons to the kwila center piece with 5mm spacers 

using PVA glue. 

 

A motor was needed and as I had previously written off a Hobby King 

Vampire and had the ducted fan unit, complete with speed controller and 

4 cell battery packs. I thought it could be fun to try something different 

and use that to power the Jet Stick as it is to be called. The next problem 

was where do I place it and how do I glue it firmly to the plywood base. 

I made a cradle to hold the ducted fan unit and once that was done it was 

all plain sailing. Then it was just a matter of fitting other items like speed 

controller, battery, servos and receiver so as to get the COG as near as 

possible to the spot where I guessed it should be. I still needed to glue a 

chunk of lead onto the very front of the main kwila strip to get it about 

right. 

 

Once the job was done and 

all set to go, I proceeded to 

the flying field strip. When 

it was taken out of the car 

and exposed the reaction 

was one of much mirth. 

The wind at the time was 

about 18 Kph and much 

stronger than I would 

normally fly in but what 

the hell, I was there and decided to give it a go. It took off with a very 

short run into the wind and to my surprise, took to the sky. It was a short 
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flight as the elevator flutter was frightening so managed to get it on the 

deck and the only damage was the undercarriage was ripped off. Not a 

major problem and a design change is needed to make it more solid.  The 

flutter was caused by the push rods being made from 1.2mm wire and 

now this has been changed to 1.6 higher tensile wire and much more 

suitable. 

 

Will see how it goes on the next trip to the flying field.  
 
 

Message from the Treasurer. 

Alan Rowson 
 

At the date that I am doing this report (22 March 2018) I have had 42 

subs in with only one week to go until the deadline of 31 March. There 

are still 40 OUTSTANDING. Remember, if you have not paid up you 

are not permitted to fly at our flying site or any other MFNZ clubs site.  

 

I hope by 31
st
 March 

you will have all paid, 

as I would like to get 

the MFNZ portion of 

the subs away as soon 

as possible in April. 

 

Thank you to all 

members that have 

already paid your subs. 

 

Enjoy your flying at the 

strip and I will see you 

out there. 

 
Brad at it again… 

Winding back the years 

to a 1930’s 

Flying Aces Stik 
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Ryan PT22 Recruit 
Alan Rowson 
 

I have just finished building this aircraft which came in the last shipment 

from Hobby Hanger. 

This model is made by Seagull and is well made. All the Ailerons, Flaps, 

Elevator and Rudder are all in place with permanent hinging with a wire 

through the center of the hinge. This is the first time I have come across 

this with the Seagull ARF kits. 

The wingspan of this model is 90in and has a length of 65.2in. The 

weight will be around 15-17 lbs. 

It has very nice dummy radial engine heads witch are screwed into the 

cowl. 

The motor I have used for this aircraft is a NGH 35cc. I chose that motor 

as it has the carburetor in the front and a rear exhaust. So on the cowl the 

only cutting out was the cylinder head for the motor and two holes for 

the exhaust. 

Before it can have a test flight i am waiting on Hobby Hanger to get in 

another supply of Kuza Fuel tanks. The tank that came with the kit was 

too small. 
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Coming Events 2018 

 

April 2018 
 Glider AeroTow event - Taupo Model Club 

April 6, 2018 - April 8, 2018 @ Taupo MAC, Centennial Dr Taupo (next to the 

Taupo Motor Sport Park) 

 RC Scale & Sport Scale Competition - (Waharoa) 

April 7, 2018 9:00 am - @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, Waharoa 

(Matamata) 

 HMAC Club Night Meeting 

April 11, 2018 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A 

Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion) 

 HMAC Club Day 

April 15, 2018 9:30 am - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton 

 IMAC Scale Aerobatics Competition - Awatoto Field Napier 

April 20, 2018 - April 22, 2018 @ Awatoto, Napier 

 Vintage (RC) Contest & Rally 

April 21, 2018 - April 22, 2018 @ Thames Blackfeet MAC, Ngatea 

 RC Pylon Racing Series (Puketaha - Hamilton) 

April 29, 2018 9:00 am - @ Clausens Farm, 244 Telephone Road, Puketaha 

Hamilton 

May 2018 
 IMAC Scale Aerobatics Competition - Galatea 

May 4, 2018 - May 6, 2018 @ Galatea Airfield, Galatea (Rotorua District) 

 Cambridge Soaring Series: ALES and Bungee/Winch Competitions, with Sport 

Flying 

May 5, 2018 10:00 am - @ Cambridge MAC, 191 Maungakawa Road 

(Opposite letter box 188) 

 HMAC Club Night Meeting 

May 9, 2018 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A Maeroa 

Road (behind the tennis pavilion) 

 HMAC Club Day 

May 13, 2018 9:30 am - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton 

 

 

Flight Lines Deadlines 2018 
May Bulletin –27th April 2018 

        
For further up to date event info please visit: 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/ 

http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/?page_id=119&event=313
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/?page_id=119&event=328
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/?page_id=119&event=318
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/?page_id=119&event=344
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/?page_id=119&event=294
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/?page_id=119&event=282
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/?page_id=119&event=305
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/?page_id=119&event=326
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/?page_id=119&event=270
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/?page_id=119&event=270
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/?page_id=119&event=319
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/?page_id=119&event=336
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